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As the world grapples with the pandemic, the new State of Economic Inclusion report points to paths out of poverty for
the poorest and most vulnerable. Read what WBG leadership has to say about the report and the opportunities it outlines
in building back from COVID-19. In this edition, other great contributions featured shed light to various matters including
the anticipated findings from the Sahel Social Protection Program, new data sources for practitioners, the power of digital
innovation in Social Protection and, among others, the SEI report overview now available in French, Spanish, Arabic and
Russian. Also, stay tuned for our upcoming Global Learning Event! 

SAVE THE DATE: Global Learning Event – Economic Inclusion for the
Poorest: Moving to Scale

 
 
The Partnership for Economic Inclusion is pleased to announce the virtual Global Learning Event (GLE) to take stock of
the experiences in moving national economic inclusion programs for the poorest and most vulnerable to scale.
Join us in this convention of government representatives from over 40 countries and practitioners from over 45
organizations including the World Bank Group, NGOs, UN, private sector, and research community. With English as floor
language, the event will feature simultaneous translations into Spanish, French, and Arabic.
Follow the link to learn more about globally live-streamed sessions during the event.
 

https://worldbank-mkt-prod1-t.adobe-campaign.com/r/?id=hfb681a3%2C5be1d1e%2C5bf0df5&s=QCKiNAgvxlUKYSWl4dYSPy_3CNoDF8qDRTgU7OzEZ0Q
https://worldbank-mkt-prod1-t.adobe-campaign.com/r/?id=hfb681a3%2C5be1d1e%2C5bf0df6&s=A9_6S4PlzHdx4LtHzmOTL3vZq_po_TChHg6meD_zTMk
https://worldbank-mkt-prod1-t.adobe-campaign.com/r/?id=hfb681a3%2C5be1d1e%2C5bf0df7&s=Roko8kMHwU0S5UVwg36HDUYrsCg94atXRvM3r-f_b08
https://worldbank-mkt-prod1-t.adobe-campaign.com/r/?id=hfb681a3%2C5be1d1e%2C5bf0df8&s=iSmL9t5Ut3kf2tGoPGkokALucPdkSuqssVxazcUMEBw


Contact PEIMT@worldbank.org if you are interested to attend the full event (by invitation).

STATE OF ECONOMIC INCLUSION REPORT 2021 

Economic Inclusion Programs: A springboard out of extreme poverty 
Blog by Mari Pangestu, World Bank Managing Director of Development Policy and
Partnerships. Read more

Building back from COVID-19 - Creating economic opportunities 
Blog by Mamta Muthi, World Bank Vice President for Human Development, and Michal
Rutkowski, Global Director for Social Protection and Jobs. Read more

The State of Economic Inclusion Report 2021 - The Potential to Scale 
Read the full report and explore other products. Read more

LATEST NEWS AND RESOURCES 

Fresh updates on the Sahel Adaptive Social Protection Program
In this 4-pager brief and the video below you will learn the Productive Inclusion
Measures that 50,000 households have received in the Sahel and how they synthesize
an integrated approach to promote the economic activities of poor and vulnerable
households. Don't forget to also view the case study below, featuring the the program.
Read more

Pathways out of Extreme Poverty Tackling Psychosocial and Capital
Constraints with a Multi-faceted Social Protection Program in Niger
 
This Policy Research Working paper evidences the importance of psychosocial and
capital packages in addition to regular national cash transfers in order to improve the
sustainability and cost optimization of poverty reduction programs implemented by
governments. Read more 

Emerging Evidence and Lessons on the Ultra-Poor Graduation
Approach
 
This article introduces three food security and resilience activities funded by USAID
and highlights their intertwining nature with the Ultra-Poor Graduation approach. The
content is derived from primary sources applying this methodology: various field-based
staff sharing their experiences in Bangladesh, Ethiopia and Uganda. Read more
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Social Protection Goes Digital!
 
View lessons from an innovative WhatsApp-Driven outreach campaign in Paraguay.
Read on to see how small businesses adopted technological tools during the pandemic
to comply with the demand and accelerate their digitization process in Latin America.  

A big bet on helping refugees build their dreams
 
In this article, Mercy Corps discusses the Delivering Resilient Enterprises and Market
System (DREAMS) program for refugees, a pilot between Village Enterprise and Mercy
Cops, that emphasizes the potential of humanitarian partnerships and the possibilities
that lie ahead in scaling up successful social protection programs. Read more
 

 
Lessons from the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office
development (FCDO) impact bonds pilot programme
   
Engaging with Evidence is a series of interactive webinars aiming to generate a greater
understanding on the use of cross sector partnerships focused on outcomes. In this
overview, Go Lab overviews the insights from one of the sessions held discussing four
Development Impact Bonds (DIBs) across Africa and Asia in partnership with Ecorys
and Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO). Read more
 

 
How an evidence-based program from Bangladesh could scale to end
extreme poverty  
 
BRAC calls attention to the urgent need to scale evidence-based solutions for poverty
alleviation in this article as COVID forces millions more people into extreme poverty.
Read more  
 

 
How digital solutions can ease the COVID-19 impact on displaced
populations
   
In this blog, Jana Kuhnt and Kirsten Schuettler illustrate with examples the solutions
that digital technologies can bring to support the displaced during the pandemic as well
as the essential need to provide them with access to digital infrastructure. Read more  
 

INSIDE THE STATE OF ECONOMIC INCLUSION REPORT 2021

Case Studies are now live!  
 
Explore four unique economic inclusion programs in the Sahel, India, Bangladesh, and Peru, and learn about innovative
program approaches, implementation strategy, and impact. 
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SEI 2021 overview in different languages!  
 
Read the overview of the State of Economic Inclusion Report in English, French, Spanish, Russian, and Arabic. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Program Factsheets: PEI’s Data Portal New Feature   
 
All 219 programs mapped through the Landscape Survey can now be viewed through individual, program level
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factsheets. Accessible through PEI’s Data Portal, Program Factsheets provide a snapshot of each program,
highlighting key design and implementation features, such as main objectives, core components, target groups and
institutional arrangements. Visit PEI's website (peiglobal.org) and click the tab "PEI Data Portal" to access the
factsheets for each program in either HTML or PDF. Read more 
 
 

About PEI

Partnership for Economic Inclusion is a global network that includes national governments, policymakers, development
partners, and non-governmental and research organizations. PEI, hosted by the World Bank’s Social Protection and Jobs
Global Practice, seek to formalize partnerships now that will solidify an economic inclusion network that is global and far-
reaching. PEI partners help develop economic inclusion programs and contribute to evidence-based good practices that
can be adapted to local conditions by governments and local or international agencies.  Through their work, each partner
is helping build a platform that will refine and enable the sharing of cutting-edge knowledge about what works in
economic inclusion. 

Subscribe to our newsletter here
Partnership for Economic Inclusion c/o World Bank Group 1818 H Street, N.W. 

MSN G8-800 . Washington, DC 20433 
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